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4Brand Guidelines

This document is intended to provide guidance on how to use the RS Sailing logo’s ,brand colours and 
fonts. It also covers rules regarding boat names, logo’s and colours.

If you have any questions or would like more information about RS Sailing branding, please contact the RS 
Sailing UK marketing team. 

In an effort to keep our impact on the environment to a minimum, please avoid printed literature wherever 
possible.

All artwork, videos and logos created must be sent to RS Sailing Marketing Team for approval before being 
published.

Email: maketing@rssailing.com
Website: rssailing.com

Brand
guidelines.01.
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RS Sailing was born from a passion to use the latest design and technology to create inspiring boats. 
Evolving from our heritage in performance racing classes, the RS Sailing range has grown to include boats 

for beginners, families, clubs and schools, developed using that same desire to increase global participation 
in our sport. 

We’re proud that RS Sailing designs have built some of the most vibrant sailing communities, been chosen 
by leading organisations globally and that from our humble beginnings we’ve become the world’s largest 

small-sailboat brand. 

RS Sailing want to do their part to protect the environment we all enjoy sailing in by implementing 
a Sustainability Programme – analysing, improving and publicising recyclable aspects of our boats, 

recyclable packaging, clean energy sources, almost paperless office functions, our operations and waste 
recycling. 

Every RS boat that leaves our headquarters has British DNA. From research, design, development and 
manufacturing what we produce is born in Britain and is created by British companies.  

There’s nothing like escaping to the water and experiencing the sense of freedom sailing gives you. From 
your first moments afloat, to racing powerful skiffs, we believe that we manufacture a range of boats that 

inspire and spark passion in sailors around the globe. 

The
overview.02.
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Culture Community Product trustBrand
values.03.
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Brand
voice & tone.04.

The key to sounding like the 
RS Sailing brand is to speak 

to the user in a voice they can 
hear and recognise.

We are people, speaking to people.

We use design and language to make communication 
feel simpler and more pleasant.

We intend to have a more conversational human tone 
but, that doesn’t mean we’re overly informal.

Our tone will vary depending on the audience, the 
context and the information we need to get across. 

Our voice isn’t just a part of the product. It’s a 
representation of the people behind it.

We are characterful. But we never let character 
overwhelm content.

Be clear, be concice, omit unnecessary words, make 
sure that whatever you say has purpose, but don’t be 

robotic.

Here’s what we are (and aren’t)

Confident (never cocky)

Witty (but never silly)

Conversational (but always 
appropriate and respectful)

Intelligent (and we always treat others as intelli-
gent too)

Friendly (not annoying)

Helpful (never overbearing)

Factual (never intimerdating)

Clear, concise and human
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BRAND logo
overview.05.

RS SAILING OFFICAL LOGORS BRAND ROUNDAL LOGO RS SAILING WEB LOGO

The RS Sailing Offcial Logo is to 
be used for anything offical that 
identifies as RS Sailing. It is the 
iconic logo that everyone re-

gonises 

Eg. Profile pictures, Boat Shows

The RS Brand Rounal can not be 
used with the RS Sailing Official 

Logo. Only one or the other.

The logo’s exclusion zone is at 
least 1/4 of the hight of the logo.

The RS Brand Roundal Logo is 
to be used for a cleaner smarter 
look, infront of an established 

customer base. 

The logo should not be used 
for anything offical or a profile 

picture.

The RS Brand Rounal can not be 
used with the RS Sailing Official 

Logo. Only one or the other.

The logo’s exclusion zone is at 
least 1/4 of the hight of the logo.

The RS Sailing Web Logo is to be 
used when refering to the RS Sail-

ing Official Website. 

It should only be used in acco-
siation with either the RS Brand 

Roundal Logo or RS Sailing Offical 
Logo. Never used on it’s own, oth-

er than merchendice.

The logo’s exclusion zone is at 
least half the hight of the logo.
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HOW & HOW NOT TO USE MORE HOW NOT TOO’S

This is how to use the logo’s on light dark and magenta backgrounds. Logo’s cannot be used with anyother colour 
background than the RS Sailing Brand colours or a related photograph.

Never crop, spin, distort or strech any of the brand logo’s. 

The RS Brand Roundal Logo can 
only be used in black or white, 

never any other colour. The “RS” in 
the middle of the roundal is not to 

be used on it’s own as a logo.

The “sailing” writing must only 
be in RS Sailing Magenta unless 

used on Magenta or an image, in 
that case is can be monochrome 
in white as the first preference or 

black if not.

The RS Sailing Web Logo can be 
used with the black and grey on a 
light background or all white on a 

dark. Never any other colour.  
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RS Sailing Magenta
HEX. #E6007E
RGB. 230-0-126
CMYK.  C1% M97% Y4% K0%

White
HEX. #FFFFFF
RGB. 255-255-255
CMYK. C0% M0% Y0% K0%

RS Sailing Light Grey
HEX. #DEDEDE
RGB. 222-222-222
CMYK. C12% M9% Y9% K0%

Black
HEX. #000000
RGB. 0-0-0
CMYK.  C0% M0% Y0% K100%

RS Sailing Dark Grey
HEX. #353535
RGB. 53-53-53
CMYK.  C69% M59% Y56% K65%

Brand 
colours.06.

The following key brand colours have been selected for use in all communications. All colours must be used at 
100% tint no different shades.
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Brand 
typography.07.

Primary Font
FOR HEADINGS AND TITLES 

Bebas Neue Regular in uppercase is to be used for all headings and titles.

A a
Bebas neue regular

Aa
gg
mm
ss
yy
04

bb
hh
nn
tt
zz
05

cc
ii
oo
uu
00
06

dd
jj
pp
vv
01
07

ee
kk
qq
ww
02
08

ff
ll
rr
xx
03
09
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Secondary Font
FOR SUBHEADINGS AND PARAGRAPHS

Myriad Pro is to be used for all subheading and paragraph text.

AA
Aa
MYRAID PRO BOLD

Myraid Pro Regular

Aa
Gg
Mm
Ss
Yy
04

Bb
Hh
Nn
Tt
Zz
05

Cc
Ii
Oo
Uu
00
06

Dd
Jj
Pp
Vv
01
07

Ee
Kk
Qq
Ww
02
08

Ff
Ll
Rr
Xx
03
09

Lifestyle Font
FOR ARTWORK AND BRANDING

Gloss And Bloom is to be used for artwork, branding, social media stories and videos.

Aa
Gloss And Bloom

Aa
Gg
Mm
Ss
Yy
04

Bb
Hh
Nn
Tt
Zz
05

Cc
Ii
Oo
Nu
00
06

Dd
Jj
Pp
Vv
01
07

Ee
Kk
Qq
Ww
02
08

Ff
Ll
Rr
Xx
03
09
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Font Hierarchy

Rs Sailing
RS SAILING 

Headings and subheadings should be displayed in UPPERCASE as standard. Paragraph text should use capitalised text.

Heading text can be in RS Magenta, Black or White. Subheadings and paragraph text should only be in Black or White, unless 
highlighting a word or text then the RS Magenta can be used.

Rs sailing
Rs Sailing 

HEADINGS AND SUBTITLES CANNOT BE DISPLAYED IN CAPITAL. PARAGRAPH TEXT SHOULD USE CAPITALISED TEXT.

Lifestyle Font
HOW AND WHEN TO USE

The RS Sailing Lifestyle font Gloss and Bloom is to be used in informal situations, a 
non-commercial setting to give an enjoyable, relaxed fun feel. It is always used for the 
#sailitliveitloveit when used on artwork.

EXAMPLES

• Banners 
• Social Stories
• Video’s 
• Call to actions
• Emails Comms
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BOAT logo
overview.08.

RS Tera Orange
HEX. #F77F00
RGB. 247-127-0
CMYK.  C0% M59% Y96% K0%

RS Sailing Magenta
HEX. #E6007E
RGB. 230-0-126
CMYK.  C1% M97% Y4% K0%

RS Quest Green
HEX. #5EB132
RGB. 94-177-50
CMYK.  C67% M0% Y98% K0%

RS CAT16 Blue
HEX. #1899D6
RGB. 24-153-214
CMYK.  C76% M24% Y0% K0%

2000 Dark Grey
HEX. #59595C
RGB. 89-89-92
CMYK.  C60% M50% Y46% K38%

RS Toura Teal
HEX. #008187
RGB. 0-129-135
CMYK.  C83% M27% Y43% K11%

RS CAT14 Orange
HEX. #FFAB52
RGB. 255-171-82
CMYK.  C0% M41% Y72% K0%

RS Neo Blue
HEX. #2EABE2
RGB. 46-171-226
CMYK.  C71% M14% Y0% K0%

RS Zest Yellow
HEX. #FFFF00
RGB. 255-255-0
CMYK.  C10% M0% Y95% K0%

Boat logo’s and colours must only be used in reference to that specific boat. These colours cannot be used as brand colours. Colours must be 
used and 100% tint no lighter versions of the colour. The text above the logo’s are how the boat names should be written in text.

RS FevaRS Tera

RS Zest RS Toura

RS CAT14 RS CAT16 2000

RS Quest

RS Neo
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RS Sailing Magenta
HEX. #E6007E
RGB. 230-0-126
CMYK.  C1% M97% Y4% K0%

RS Aero RS400

RS700RS500 RS800

RS21 RS Elite

RS Venture

RS Venture Connect

RS100 RS200

Boat logo’s and colours must only be used in reference to that specific boat. All the logo’s below use RS Sailing Magenta. Colours must be used 
and 100% tint no lighter versions of the colour. The text above the logo’s are how the boat names should be written in text.

HOW & HOW NOT TOO

All boat logo should be used in there own colour with the RS alternating between black and white depending on 
the background. The only time when the boat name can change colour is when on a magenta or related image 

background where is looks cleaner to be white all over.  Never crop, spin, distort or strech any of the brand logo’s. 
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Photography & 
videography.

• Any photography or videography posted must be in high quality, no blurriness!
• Focus on the people enjoying and loving the boats.
• Show the broad range of people who sail the boats.
• Racing fleet shots, seeing multiple boats together.
• With video vary between short clips and long clips.

-There are branded assets and GIF availble on request for video use.

The images below are are an idea of on brand images.

REQUIREMENTS & IDEAS

09.
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RS Sailing
Premier Way 
Abbey Park 
Romsey 
Hampshire 
SO51 9DQ

 
 
 
Tel: 01794 526760 
info@rssailing.com 
www.rssailing.com

© RS Sailing 2022. All rights reserved


